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VMC NEWSLETTER is published for the information of members of the VICTORIAN 
MARATHON CLUB MELBOURNE INC. and is part of the Annual Membership Fee. It is issued 
quarterly: AUTUMN (March>. WINTER (June), SPRING (September), SUMMER (December).

ALL RUNNERS are invited to contribute letters, results, photos, comments, criti
cisms, etc. to: VMC NEWS EDITOR, P.O.BOX 12234,A’BECKETT ST, MELB 3000, VICTORIA.

PLEASE NOTE that material submitted for publication is preferred to be typed 
single-spaced and not exceeding 1.5 pages of A4 sheets, ideally less than 1 page. 
Articles MUST BE accompanied by name and address of the contributor, together with 
his or her signature. The Author of such article shall retain full responsibility for 
its contents.

DEADLINE FOR COPY is the 1st day of the month preceding the month of publication. 
Earlier copy is preferred to ease pressure on editing and printing schedules.
IF IT IS WORTH TALKING ABOUT, IT IS ALSO WORTH SENDING IN TO US !!!

INTKMSTATE LINES OF OOf’MUNICATIONS. * = Change from previous listing
VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB MELBOURNE INC. P.O.BOX 12234, A’BECKETT ST. MELB 3000 

Fax: 9am-5pm 03-650 6168. Tel: Mon. Wed. Fri 7.30pm-9.30pm 03-563 6112
AA: Neil KING, P.O.Box 1400, NORTH MELB 3051, Fx 03-329 1500 03-329 1400

* ANSW: Tania ADAMS, P.O.Box 723, GLEBE 2037. Fx 02-552 1987 02-552 1244
AV: Sharon STEWART, Olympic Park.Swan St,MELBOURNE 3004,Fx427 9183 03-428 8049
QAA: Reg BRANDIS, QE2 Stadium, Kessels Rd, NATHAN 4111.Fx07-3496218 07-343 5653
AA-SA: Kath EDWARDS, P.O.Box 57, KENSINGTON PARK 5068,Fx08-332 9440 08-332 8022
AA-WA: Neil COLE, P.O.Box 208, WEMBLY 6014, Fx 09-383 7601 09-383 7557
A-TAS: Kevin OAKEY, G.P.O. Box 2051, HOBART 7005, Fx 002-31 1056 002-34 9551
ACT AA: John HARDING, SPORTS HOUSE, HACKETT 2602, Fx 06-2471507 06-247 1504

* NT AC: Jason HELLWIG, P.O.Box 105,SANDERSON N.T.0812. Fx 089-45 2172 089-45 1979
VIC VETS: Peter COLTHUP, 14 Bakers Rd, N. DANDENONG 3175 03-795 1169
AURA: (Aust.Ultra Run.Ass.) Dot BROWNE, 4 Victory St,MITCHAM 3132 03-874 2501
SYDNEY STRIDERS: The SECRETARY, P.O.BOX N119 GROSVENOR ST 2000 02-427 6350
Q’ld MAR & RR CLUB: Rosemary CROUCH, P.O.Box 130, ALBERT ST 4002 07-371 7811
SA RRC: Marilyn DAVIS,P.O.BOX 6051,HALIFAX ST, SA 5000,Fx 08-2117115 08-213 0615 
WA MC: The Secretary,P.O.Box 1291,SUBIACO 6008,Fx 3881371.9.30-14.30 09-388 1227 
ACT CC CLUB: Dave CUNDY, G.P.O.Box 252. CANBERRA 2601 06-231 8422H
ATHLETICS NEW ZEALAND, P.O.Box 741, WELLINGTON , 64-4-385 1758

VICTORIAN VENUES Melway Ref. Map
OLYMPIC PARK: Swan St & Batman Av, Trams Princes Bridge, Trains Richmond 44 Bll 
TWO BRIDGES: Alexandra Av, opp. Botanic Gardens, near Morell Bridge 44 B12
ALBERT PARK: Robinson Hall (Walkers) rear Basketball Stad., facing lake 57 J 3 
PRINCES PARK: Walker St. Pavilion, near Carlton FG, Royal Pde, trams pass 29 G12 
BURNLEY BOULEVARD: K.Bartlett Res.,rear Burnley Hort.Coll.,Swan St.R’MOND 51 B 1 
FISHERMENS BEND: PORT MELB. CRICKET GEOUND, Williamstown Rd & Inglis St 57 C 1 
DOMAIN: Birdwood Av, rear Shrine of Remembrance. 1.5km up St.Kilda Rd 43 K12
LATROBE UNIV: Car Park 6, off Ring Road, 500m east Waterdale Rd entrance 19 H 7 
WESTERFOLDS PARK:Porter St,T*STOWE 33 E 1/2 \\\ BUNDOORA PARK:Plenty Road 19 F 4
BRIMBANK PARK:South of Keilor Park, enter from Calder H’way/Cemetery Rd 15 B 8 
DEVIL BEND RESERVOIR: Graydens Rd, MOOROODUC 152 J 3
COBURG TRACK: Outlook Rd, 18 A10 \\\ CAULFIELD Road Circuit: Racecourse 68 E 1
COLLINGWOOD TR:Heidelberg Rd,CLIFTON HILL; YARRA BEND C.C.Course opposite 30 G12 
DONCASTER TR:George St.33 J 11 \\\\ BOX HILL TR: Elgar Rd/Barwon St 47 C 7
CROYDON TR:Norton Rd 50 K 4 \\\\ NUNAWADING TR:Burwood H’wav.E.B'WOOD 62 B 7
MURRUMBEENA TRACK:North & M’beena Rds 68 K 9 \\\ MENTONE TRACK: Second St 87 B 7 
FRANKST0N TR:Ballam Park 103 B 4 \\\\ WILLIAMSTOWN TR: Newport Park 56 B 4
SPRINGVALE TR:Ross Res.NOBLE PARK 80 E 12 \\\ KNOX TR:Rushdale St.SCORESBY 73 D 7 
ABERFELDIE TR:Corio St.ESSSENDON 28 D 6 \\\ MELB.UNIV.TR: 75A 2E / 2B-D5 / 43-G 3

This page is a SPECIAL SERVICE to all runners to facilitate their contacting other athletic organisations at home and interstate. ABOVE CONTACT PERSONS receive VMC NEWSLETTERS and are invited to let us have full information on their events so that we can keep our members and other runners informed in turn for their benefit.Please notify us of any changes in your personnel, address and contact numbers.



Dear Members and Friends o f the VMC

The front page headlines, VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB INC 1946 - 1993 convey quite clearly the outcome of 
the Special General Meeting held on the 23 August. The Club will cease as an entity on the 31 Decemberl993. 
The decision to disband will obviously be one that not only saddens some people but also confuses.

The present Committee has been criticised in some quarters for the apparent haste in convening the Special 
General Meeting and their recommendation to dissolve. The fact o f the matter is the Committee has for some time 
been discussing the decline in recent years o f the VMC and options for its future. The recommendations put to the 
Membership at the Meeting were carefully prepared and the result o f considerable research. More on this matter 
can be found on pages 4 and 5.

>45 announced in the notice that was circulated to all Members regarding the Special Meeting, I announced my in
tention to resign from the VMC Committee in July. This decision was not in any way related to the decline o f the 
VMC, however, it is fa ir to say that my resignation proved to be a catalyst for the events o f the last three months. 
My resignation was based on family and work commitments. My wife is expecting our second child in February 
and I have been promoted to a more senior management position with the City O f Melbourne. I have agreed to 
assist the Club in a reduced capacity until dissolution in December. (This explains the lateness o f the newsletter 
which is traditionally a 'September' edition).

As a result o f the events o f the past three months, several important announcements must be made:

THE OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER PRINCES PARK 10km RUNS HAVE BEEN CANCELLED 

THE 1993 ZATOPEK 10,000m SERIES WILL HAVE THE USUAL MEMBERSHIP RESTRICTIONS

This newsletter has all the results o f the Club's main winter event, the Danone 'Queen o f the Lake Womens 10km. 
As well as all o f Fred's regular contributions, there is a very interesting article by Club Member, Tony Berry 
comparing both the London & Melbourne Marathons from a competitor’s perspective. Need I say, the Melbourne 
does not fare very well. Speaking o f marathons, there is a comprehensive list o f the main results from the major 
national marathons held in recent months.

Freddie will be returning shortly from a two month tour o f North America. I am sure he will have a few things to 
say about the way the Americans 'are doing it'!!

THE ’ZATOPEK’ 10km FUN RUN WILL BE THE FINAL VMC EVENT

RICHARD SIMON
General Secretary
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VMC TO DISBAND ON 31 DECEMBER 1993

It seems a fitting finale that the last event to be organised by the Victorian Marathon Club Inc will be the 'Emil 
Zatopek' 10,000m Series and fun run. The distance running institution that has been so very important to many of us 
during our careers will cease to be on 31 December 1993.

At a Special Meeting of members called on 23 August 1993 at Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, the VMC Committee put 
forward four resolutions, which if carried, would wind up the Club at the end of the year. The members voted by 
substantial majority to endorse the Committee's recommendations.

The four resolutions were:

1. To establish a Trust Fund to be known as the Fred Lester A thletics Scholarship and to be 
administered by Athletics Victoria.

2. That the residual funds of the VMC Inc be transferred to the Fred Lester Athletics 
Scholarship Trust Fund.

3. That the non-cash assets of the VMC Inc be distributed to other running organisations at the 
discretion of the General Committee.

4. Upon completion of the matters subject to Resolutions 1, 2 & 3, and not before the staging 
of the 1993 'Emil Zatopek' Series, the VMC Inc be dissolved.

All resolutions were carried.

Fred Lester Athletics Scholarship

When the notice of the Special General Meeting was sent out to all members, some explanatory notes concerning the 
Fred Lester Athletic Scholarship were attached. I have reproduced these for the newsletter as a matter of record.

The purpose of the Trust will be to provide an annual grant to a male distance running athlete and 
a female distance running athlete under the age of 25, who have displayed outstanding aptitude and 
performances in the current calendar year, and are registered with Athletics Victoria.

The amount awarded annually shall not exceed the interest earned by the Trust investment, less 
10%. The amount that equals 10% will be accrued to the principle.

This grant is to be used by the recipients to offset incidental expenses incurred whilst in the pursuit 
of furthering their athletic career. It may be used to offset travel, clothing, education, 
accommodation expenses and participation fees.

Athletics Victoria will administer the Trust. The Trust will be held separately to the general 
operating account of Athletics Victoria. The three Trustees will comprise the most senior paid 
Athletics Victoria administrator (currently called, the Manager), the Athletics Victoria Treasurer 
and one other Board Member of Athletics Victoria.

The Trustees shall be advised by a member of the Victorian Distance Running Selection panel 
and a member of the Distance Running Commission as to athletes qualified to obtain the grant.
In the case of no athlete deemed sufficiently merited for the grant, the money shall accumulate in 
the Trust account.

Some members at the Special Meeting expressed some concern that Athletics Victoria should be given the 
responsibility to administer the Trust. The VMC Committee initially had some reservations also but are now quite 
satisfied that this organisation would be the most appropriate to do so.



The Manager and the Board of Athletics Victoria are very excited at the prospect of acting as Trustees of this most 
prestigious award. It is anticipated that there will be in excess of $70,000 in the Trust when the Club dissolves. Quite 
clearly, the Fred Lester Athletics Scholarship will become one of the richest annual sporting awards.

A legally binding agreement will ensure that the funds associated with the Trust cannot be used for any purpose other 
than is stated in the Trust Deed. The funds cannot be used in the annual operating budget of Athletics Victoria. The 
Scholarship will serve as a constant reminder to all of the outstanding service to distance running by Fred Lester.

fEmil Zatopek* 10.000m Series

The future of the 'Emil Zatopek' 10,000m Series is secure.

After the Committee had decided to recommend to its members for the disbandment of the Club, the retention of the 
'Zatopek' Classic on the running calendar was always going to be a very high priority. Following a period of 
negotiation, the Committee is pleased to announce that the 'Zatopek' Classic will be organised from 1994 by a 
partnership of Athletics Victoria and Start To Finish, the event management section of Australian Runner magazine.

The Committee is confident that this blend of a traditional sporting body and an entrepreneur will not only ensure the 
continued success of the 'Zatopek' Classic, but will create new and exciting opportunities for distance running. Both 
organisations are very excited by the prospect of assuming responsibility for such a traditional event, and one so highly 
regarded in the athletic community.

The 1993 event will be the 32nd and final Series to be organised by the Victorian Marathon Club. The 'Zatopek'
Series is surely the VMC's most outstanding contribution to Australian distance running. Its honour roll stands 
testimony to this.

Other VMC Events

Some of the other events organised by the VMC are most likely to be picked up by other organisations. These include 
the Half-Marathon and the 'Queen of the Lake' womens 10km. The 'Zatopek' fun run traditionally held at the 
conclusion of'Zatopek' Week will most likely be transferred to Start To Finish.

Below: Thirty-three members were in attendance at the Special General Meeting 
held on 23 August at the Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club



7.M.C.NEWSLETTER SPRING 1993 SEPTEMBER VOL.25 No.3VMC "DANONE QUEEN OF THE LAKE” WlOkm. 11/7/93. Cool.sunny. 263 Starters.
PL. TIME RNo SURNAME CALLMAME AGE
001 35 26 001 POWER SUSIE 18
002 35 42 007 SHEER MARCIE 35
003 35 57 207 SEARLE LISA 26
004 36 28 006 DICK LISA 24
005 36 46 012 WILLIAMSON MARINA 22
006 36 49 010 MOIR KAREN 26
007 37 47 005 GREGG NADELLE 19
008 38 12 009 ROBERTSON SUSAN 21
009 38 15 176 RENDINA CHARLENE 45
010 38 26 200 CHARLES CANDICE 29
011 39 02 221 HIBBERT MARIENNE 37
012 39 04 018 BAKER MELISSA 19
013 39 24 011 TROWBRIDGE PETRINA 46
014 39 40* 188 ALLINGHAM LISA 27
015 39 51 002 LOGAN JOAN 37
016 39 52 184 MCEVOY CELINE 31
017 40 11 003 GRIFFITHS KAY 24
018 40 25* 208 BYRNE ROSALIE 29
019 40 50* 231 FARMER CELIA 24
020 40 58 216 HIGHAM JANINE 32
021 41 47 019 LUCZKOWSKI KIM 29
022 41 56* 178 ODDY TESSA 16
023 42 04 094 MONSOUR MONICA 39
024 42 06* 258 SOLTERBECK ANN 30
025 42 15 014 GEIiLER J 27
026 42 30 082 MCCULLAGH ALISON 35
027 42 45 086 CAMERON MICHELLE 26
028 42 49 017 PELGRIM ANNETTE 39
029 42 53 262 TRAPANI VIVIEN 34
030 42 56 189 BREAME ROBYN 27
031 42 58* 232 BALDWIN CHERIE 41
032 43 15 034 BONSER ANGELA 26
033 43 17* 088 HANCY SUSAN 23
034 43 23 168 WILSON JAN 47
035 43 26* 066 GRIFFITHS CATHY 21
036 43 33 140 MONK CORAL 45
037 43 51* 247 HONE SUE 24
038 43 57 225 COUGHLIN BERNADETTE 20
039 44 04 155 MCBAIN TINA 32
040 44 17 248 BURHOP ROMA 50
041 44 22* 056 DONALDSON KAYE 33
042 44 23 224 LUCAS JOANNE 24
043 44 49* 170 KELLY MERILYN 46
044 44 54 152 COUSINS FIONA 34
045 44 56 042 DALJLEISH BARBARA 57
046 45 01* 198 ROGERS ROSLYN 41
047 45 05 165 LYNCH BERNICE 36
048 45 28 100 HICKS KIM 24
049 45 38* 240 WATSON KAREN 24
050 45 48 110 LEJINS LINDA 27
051 45 54* 182 GAUGHWIN NICOLETTE 20
052 46 04* 194 TURNBULL CATHERINE 22
053 46 06 020 DIFFEY BBONWYN 24
054 46 06* 150 ERWIN MARGARET 50
055 46 10* 206 BARTON JULIE 45
056 46 36 157 TATLOW FRAN 50
057 46 36 141 CASSIDY MARGARET 49
058 46 38* 132 LADD MAUREEN 44
059 46 44* 151 DIAMOND NGAIRE 99
060 46 46 036 MCCABE PAULINE 25

PL. TIME RNo SURNAME CALLNAME AGE
061 46 50* 058 JACKSON ANNE 42
062 47 00 177 BRIMACOMBE DIANE 49
063 47 04 134 WIGGINS ERIN 16
064 47 06* 186 MAZZA JANINE 28
065 47 10* 164 JONAS PAM 39
066 47 12 147 WEAVING ELIZA 25
067 47 12* 083 MCGRATH JUDI 32
068 47 12 205 CLAYTON ALISON 30
069 47 16 126 SWANN DIANNE 34
070 47 26* 179 CLARKE KERRY 36
071 47 26* 196 CHIVERS JENNY 37
072 47 32* 259 PARKER TRACEY 24
073 47 36 049 O’LEARY INGE 47
074 47 38* 091 FAWKES JENNY 35
075 47 50* 076 MCLAREN JUDY 47
076 47 52 218 PRESTON MARY 41
077 47 54 158 MORGAN DIANNE 39
078 47 56 137 MYALL HELEN 50
079 48 06* 055 CHARLWOOD LAUREL 41
080 48 10* 260 MCCORMACK ANNIE 39
081 48 18 246 LAWRENCE NEREEDA 23
082 48 18 098 GRENFELL JANE 34
083 48 24* 230 MARSDEN ANN 41
084 48 30 202 LEIGH REBECCA 33
085 48 34 008 GOODWIN REBECCA 19
086 48 40 043 HAN KYLIE 25
087 48 44 069 HAMILTON ANNE 45
088 48 46 212 SHAW RADKA 44
089 48 48* 238 SMITH MEGAN 38
090 48 52 180 PELGRIM NICOLE 25
091 48 52 214 BYRNES JENNY 39
092 48 54 145 BLACK ANGIE 41
093 49 12* 044 GILLESPIE MARGIE 33
094 49 14 241 MORGENTHALER TRACEY 26
095 49 14* 095 SWANSTON NAOMI 20
096 49 22* 097 JAKOBI VICKI-ANNE 32
097 49 22* 048 MCLEOD VAL 46
098 49 28 249 PUSKA JANET 33
099 49 30 173 WILSON ANNE-MARIE21
100 49 34* 015 GODFREY LINDA 33
101 49 40 201 CREBBIN KAREN 28
102 50 02 022 KERLEY ELLEN 44
103 50 04 215 KOLBE KAYE 46
104 50 30 243 MCALEESE JANICE 36
105 50 38 013 SPYCHALLA RUTH 26
106 50 40* 195 SIEGMANN MEREDITH 30
107 50 42 146 DERMOTT LINDA 42
108 51 14 250 HARRISON LORRAINE 40
109 51 16 143 CROOK TERI 28
110 51 24* 187 JONES MICHELLE 27
111 51 30* 181 SMITH GEORGIE 37
112 51 36 053 WALSH GLENYS 33
113 51 36 138 MCLOGHLIN ROBYN 37
114 51 42 024 NICHOLAS PAULINE 37
115 51 48 125 STURZAKER JANE 40
116 52 00* 059 MCDIARMID BARBARA 46
117 52 04 118 TURNER MERILYN 42
118 52 10 070 ANDERSON IRENE 41
119 52 16* 123 LEON TRACEY 28
120 52 24* 237 CASSAR CHRISTINE 43



V.M. lio SPRING 1993 SEPTEMBER VOL.25 No
PL. TIME RNo SURNAME CALLNAME AGE PL. TIME RNo SURNAME CALLNAME AGE
121 52:32 253 TATHAM TANIA 29 173 58: 17 016 ARCHIBALD JENNY 30
122 52:38* 041 MORRISON PATRINA 25 174 59:02 112 JOHNSON JUDY 34
123 52:38 229 STEGEROW PAM 43 175 59:06 124 KERR RITA 63
124 52:42 106 MCHUGH DIANNE 42 176 59:26 245 RACE SUE 30
125 52:44* 171 WALKLEY TRACEY 30 177 59:36 197 THICK CHRISTINE 37
126 53:06* 160 BLACK REBEKAH 17 178 59:52* 031 GRIGG GLENDA 50
127 53:14* 251 KEANE YVONNE 32 179 59:54 213 BRAIN GLENYSE 47
128 53:24 062 THOMPSON VICKI 47 180 60:32 226 SELLERS LINDY 37
129 53:28* 172 BROWN ANNE 27 181 60:32 161 BLACK MELVA 46
130 53:38 085 COPLEY VICKY 28 182 61:24 050 ROONEY PETA 39
131 53:40F 102 KING LEANNE 33 183 61:26 228 FRAZER JAN 52
132 53:42 052 SCHNEIDER ILSE 51 184 61:46 211 CHRISFIELD GAIL 34
133 53:44* 131 COTTON SUZY 48 185 61:58 061 DELANEY KERRY 28
134 53:52 038 TIMM RITA 35 186 63:02 209 PAGE ANDREE 28
135 54:04* 074 ROBOTHAM KATE 50 187 63:10 113 DEGGARA MICHELLE 31
136 54:16 203 LEARNER SUSAN 25 188 63:38 067 FORSYTH CHERYL 45
137 54:18* 121 SALIBA SUE 35 189 63:54 051 MATUSZEK MARIA 26
138 54:18F 144 BOMBARDIER ANGELA 42 190 64:26 092 GREEN SUE 46
139 54:22* 039 BEUTLER AGATHA 54 191 65:15 040 FAIRALL WILMA 56
140 54:34* 185 GASSON PAM 50 192 65:52 183 MEYER MARY 37
141 54:46 081 FOREMAN JANE 29 193 66:00 166 GRIFFITHS CHRISTINE 44
142 54:44 210 MCCARTHY DARLENE 33 194 69:10 190 LAMBLIN KATHY 34
143 54:50* 227 KEAN PATRICIA 43 195 69:10 191 CHADWICK CASSIE 32
144 54:50* 162 RENHARD SHEREE 33 196 69:54 220 GAVAGHAN JAN 53
145 55:00 204 MCRAE K 22 197 70:12 174 EVESTON CAROLIN 43
146 55:02* 257 LATIMER KATHY 34 198 70:22 261 PANOFF X 35
147 55:04* 045 LESBIREL IME 40 199 70:52 063 BUTLAND JILL 24
148 55:10 193 BEWLEY RIKKI 46 200 71:15 148 HUGO HELEN 33
149 55:14* 222 POWER LINDA 45 201 72:17 047 SLATTER AMANDA 22
150 55:32 089 SIMON VICKY 31 202 72:21 169 SHRIMPTON LIZ 30
151 55:36 099 MCARDLE MELISSA 31 203 72:21 242 ROBINSON CHERYL 24
152 55:45 104 BULL PAMELA 44 204 72:54 109 GRESHAM MAUREEN 56
153 55:52 060 RAPLEY BRONWYN 32 205 73:41 149 BATTEN MARY 61
154 55:54 254 WILSON LISA 27 206 73:56 046 SLATTER DIANNE 45
155 55:54* 223 HILL SHONDRA 46 207 74:50 244 BOWKER ANN 47
156 56:10 114 MOORE KATRINA 13 208 74:58 233 SMITH J 41
157 56:10 057 O’SULLIVAN BEV 37 209 75:34 028 KINDER PAT 44
158 56:16* 079 STOTT NADENE 23 210 76:41 199 FREEDMAN CAROL 35
159 56:22 167 BORROMEN MADDALENA 29 211 76:41 128 BOLLEN KARRYN 38
160 56:24 239 ARGYROPOULOS ANNA 32 212 77:32 139 DEVENISH TANYA 23
161 56:34* 029 FINCH CHRIS 31 213 78:22 136 DICKIE JULIE 25
162 57:04* 080 BURKE LINDA 29 214 79:02 135 SUMMERHILL MARGARET 47
163 57:06 078 BECKER KIM 27 215 80:10 105 FREWEN MARY 45
164 57:10 119 KELLY ANN 40 216 83:28 033 BENNETTS JUDY 43
165 57:08 120 BANKS ROSEMARY 37 217 83:37* 073 COCHRANE JEAN 55
166 57:26 192 GRiSKA BARBARA 49 218 83:38 133 VELLA SONJA 53
167 57:38 236 I iKKHANE M 23 219 85:00* 127 BRIDGES PAMELA 47
168 57:40 103 CURRAN BERNADETTE 43 220 86:36* 115 JORNET MARIA 60
169 57:56 217 ANDERSON JANICE 36 221 88:12 122 WAKEFIELD JUNE 60
170 58:00 129 LUKE JENNY 30 223 90:11 234 ELLISON CONNY 42
171 58:00 256 SANDERS FRANCE 25 224 90:11F 235 PATULLOCK LYNNETTE 37
172 58:10* 117 WALTHERS SHAYNE 45 * - best 3 yearss F = Fii’at. 10km

Not Recorded as Finishing:026 YOUNG CARMEL 219 DRISCOLL SALLY 023 FINCH SUE 068 UTBER JAN101 ZAVETCHANOS ANDRENA 090 MCKEE ODETTE 077 LOUREY MAUREEN 111 GAVIN KERRY064 DEVINEY SHARON 096 ERIKSON BARBARA 035 LOWE TRACEY 107 WILLIAMSON PAM027 KELLY JENELLE 153 DAVIS JAN 032 FORGAN ANGELA 159 BUTT KATE108 CAMERON ANNE 054 MAYER SONJA 072 FOX JUDY 142 ROWELL LLOYE075 PEPPLER VAL 263 THOMPSON JILL 030 ISAKOW CAROLINE 255 KEES NICOLE154 DIVINY ROBYN 025 GAY EILEEN 021 CAMPBELL JOAN 130 MOTTRAM HE I LI037 CRAWSHAW NICKY 084 CLEMENTS A 004 MARQUARDT LINDA 156 CASSON ROZ093 DONALDSON MIA 163 CROOKS JUDY 071 JOHNSTONE HETHER 116 O’CONNELL CLARE;087 DRAYTON MARGARET 065 FINCH MELANIE 175 SABEC SANDY 252 PAPALIA TRUDY



The sixth annual 'Queen of the Lake' womens 10km attracted 264 entries. Whilst this 
total was down on previous years, the event continued to attract some of Australia's 
best long distance runners. Once again the weather was ideal which continues to 
am a?e considering the mid July date for the event.

This years winner, Susie Power, used the event as a major hit-out following her veiy 
successful World Junior Cross Country performance in Spain where she finished in 
fifth place. Coincidentally, Susie was the patron for this years race and was active in 
assisting the Club to promote it. Susie is also the current holder of the Fred Lester 
Athletics Scholarship.

Marcie Sheer, a visitor from South Australia, finished in second place with Lisa Searle 
in third.

The 'Queen of the Lake' had strong support from sponsors. Danone yogurt upgraded 
their minor sponsorship from last year, to the major sponsor this year. Also 
contributing giveaways and prizes were Australian Runner magazine, Coca-Cola 
Bottlers, Melbourne and Sports Lace.

A large team of marshals assisted the Race Manager, RICHARD SIMON. These 
included TONY KING, VIC MOSS, FRANK DWYER, SAM (and daughter, 
SUZANNE) ffiLDITCH, VIN O'BRIEN, ANTHONY WALLACE, RON LEGGETT, 
PETER NELSON, HORATIO DIAZ, FRED LESTER, JIM DUGGAN, PAMELA 
SIMON, NEIL RYAN, MAL COTHER, KEVIN CASSIDY, MICHAEL WHIMPEY, 
DAVE JONES and KEVIN BROWNE. It was an excellent turn-out of officials. The 
support ensured that the event ran very smoothly and safely for the participants.

DANONE
Diet tile  
Yogurt

Top:
Lisa Searle, third 
placegetter.

Left:
Susie Power accepts her 
winners' trophy.



LONDON VERSUS MELBOURNE 
A COMPARISON OF TWO MARATHONS

LONDON in April, MELBOURNE in June.

Two marathons, seven weeks and 20,000kms apart. 
But the weather was almost identically as lousy - 
bitterly cold and windy in London; wet and windy, but 
marginally warmer in Melbourne.

Those are similarities and contrasts in a nutshell. But 
beyond these basics exist other greater differences 
which should be a matter of some concern for all who 
are interested in the survival and success of the 
Melbourne Marathon.

The London event is BIG, and shows no signs of 
shrinking, with thousands of would-be entrants 
missing out in the annual ballot for the 50,000 places. 
The Melbourne Marathon started fairly big, allowing 
for population differences, but has since got smaller 
and smaller. Numbers are falling fast. So fast, in fact, 
that it is in danger of running itself into oblivion.

London is a great, big, adrenalin-creating buzz for all 
who compete. It is an event which all who can 
possibly do so should try to experience at least once, 
especially as overseas competitors bypass the ballot 
and automatically get a race number.

Melbourne, however, has lost the excitement it 
engendered in its early years. It has become just 
another 'ho-hum' event for the dedicated few rather 
than the mass participation celebration it once was.

The London run has been built and maintained around 
community involvement for runners and spectators, 
alike. It is a national, rather than merely capital city, 
event. Although it rates high on the elite runners' 
calendar, it remains primarily a vast fun run, and 
perhaps even more importantly, is used by an 
incredible number of ;ompetitors as a giant fund-raiser 
for all manner of causes and community groups.

The streets from go-to-wo are lined with runners' 
supporters, cheer groups, urgers, bands, even women 
banging saucepans. There's hardly a step along all 
42.2kms where there is not someone - but more likely 
a whole crowd - cheering on the runners. The pearly 
kings and queens of London's Cockney East End are 
there. So are the Yeomen of the Guard at the Tower 
of London, and a military band playing on the Tower's 
ramparts. It is a vocal, noisy, happy, festive crowd - 
and their mood infects the runners. It is a real boost to 
flagging energies.

By: TONY BERRY

But what do we get in Melbourne - the so called sports 
mad city? There is certainly nothing you can call a 
crowd, except for concerned friends and 'rellies' who 
gather around the finishing line, and who earlier line 
the opening loops around the City and the Yarra. In 
between there are deserted, dreary streets of Port and 
South Melbourne, the empty trek around Albert Park, 
the unpeopled trudge along the foreshore and more 
cars than people along the homeward struggle down St 
Kilda Road. Where are the people, the spectators, the 
crowds? Where is the excitement of an event which 
the organisers keep claiming is so great but which is 
fast dwindling into non-existence?

To run Melbourne so soon after the enormous high of 
competing in London was one huge let down. But I 
was not alone. Many other runners say they feel the 
same about the lack of interest and spectators - and 
they haven't even experienced the buzz of London.

There seems to be hardly a person in the UK who 
doesn't know when and where the London marathon is 
on. They all seem to know someone who has run, has 
entered or has missed the ballot. The media is full of 
it, and not just focussing on the stars, even though this 
year's *beat up' rivalry between Lisa Ondieki and Liz 
McColgan did grab considerable space and air time 
over several days.

Compare this with dear old Melbourne. Two days 
before this year's race the ABC's leading sports 
commentator, when asked on Radio 3LO for details of 
the route, replied: "I haven't a clue." His complete 
lack of interest was very apparent. But it was 
obviously in tune with the community at large.

There were great expectations that the Qantas 
sponsorship would give the Melbourne event a big 
kick along, but of course, the thrust is not to encourage 
more local participation and interest but - in airline 
parlance - simply to get 'bums on seats' along the 
routes the airline flies. But even this seems to have 
failed with overseas entries this year well down on the 
1992 figure. It doesn't take an expert to realise that 
the Gold Coast Marathon has far greater appeal to an 
overseas visitor/runner, and especially in the prime 
target area of Japan.

At the age and special group awards night for this 
year's Melbourne Marathon there was much talk of the 
success, future and recognition of the event. But such 
optimism seems to fly in the face of the figures. One



example: it was mentioned that high praise is accorded 
the Melbourne event on the world scene because we 
now have a ratio of one official or support staff for 
every five runners. This works out at roughly 500 
worthy and mostly volunteer helpers. But that number 
would not necessarily increase all that much even if 
participation doubled and we then had one helper for 
each 10 runners. This is really bending a statistic to 
cover up the decline in numbers.

While other major marathons go mostly from strength 
to strength, Melbourne's seems to have followed a 
steady downhill path. So much so that it is now 
showing a financial deficit. And guess who is going to 
pay for that - even though increasing entry fees is no 
way to lift participation.

Somewhere along the several different routes it has 
taken, the Melbourne Marathon seems to have lost its 
way. What began as a great community event and 
extended fun run (remember the lines of people all 
along the Nepean Highway and Beach Road in the 
early years?) has become terribly serious but there just 
aren't enough serious runners to make such an event 
viable. It has to be returned to the people, to the 
community to the fund-raisers, charity groups, service 
organisations and the like. Encourage the dollar a 
kilometre entries from charity groups, the fancy dress 
brigade, the stunt runners (a window cleaner 
completes the London run with bucket and ladder) and 
put some fun back into the day.

Our population - both in terms of numbers and its 
enormous spread - ensures the Melbourne run will 
never reach the size of London or Berlin or Boston.

But there is no reason why it should be in decline.
And there is no reason why it shouldn't be a great day 
out for a whole host of people, watching as well as 
running.

It is time to get back to the drawing board, with or 
without Qantas who will inevitably withdraw 
sponsorship as soon as ticket sales from Japan fail to 
pick up. They'res is the spirit of commerce rather than 
the spirit of Australia and perhaps a sponsor with a 
broader based community appeal is needed - an Uncle 
Toby, a Kelloggs or even a diet drink.

Call in the marketeers, the promoters and the 
spruikers. Let us get this show really on the road. 
There is a wonderful infrastructure behind the race, 
innumerable efficient and dedicated helpers and an 
admirable expertise built up over 16 years. But all 
their work will be to no avail unless it becomes a 
'must' event for many more people and a spectator 
occasion great enough for Melburnians to prove they 
really are as sports mad as they claim. After all, it is a 
free day out, and there are not too many other 
'international' sporting events that can claim that.

FOOTNOTE: Thomas Cook is the Australian agent 
for packages to the London Marathon that include 
accommodation, race entry and transport to the start. 
Or you can book direct with Sport's Tours in 
Manchester. Either way, get in early as there is a late 
January deadline.

And for the record, I did 2:58.52 in London (1590th 
overall, and 15th M55) and sped up to 2.56.52 (1st 
M55) in Melbourne.

1993 VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP

As was the case in the previous two years, the annual VMC Marathon Championship was incorporated in the 
Victorian Peoples Marathon. This years Marathon was conducted on 3 October around the streets of Port 
Melbourne and Fishermens Bend.

A full set of race results will be available in the next newsletter and will include the winners of the VMC 
Marathon Championship.

The following Championship categories and associated prizemoney were on offer:

1st Open M & W Perpetual Trophy & $150

2nd Open M & W  $100 1st 40+ M & W  $50

3rd Open M & W  $50 1st 50+ M & W  $50



***** DON’T MISS THE FINAL VMC FUN RUN*****

SAY THANKS TO THE VMC BY COMPETING IN THE

'EMIL ZATOPEK1 FUN RUN
19 December 1993, Princes Park, Parkville 

10km & 3km, 9.00am START

Free Sausage Sizzle and Refreshments after the run

#### All current VMC Members will be granted a complimentary entry ####
(the race number will be sent with the December Newsletter)

Other Entrants: 10km: $7.00 3km: $3.00

Meet at Princes Park, next to the Carlton Football Ground in Royal Parade by 8.30am

ROSTER DUTY

An opportunity is being given to Members to assist with marshal and general duties during 'Zatopek' Week.

Lap scorers are required on all race evenings, with many other officials also needed on the Main Night (Thu 16 Dec). Tasks include 
recording of results, ushering placegetters to the presentation dias, keeping the marshalling area free of the public, and of course 
lap scoring for the Mens and Womens 10,000m races.

The ’Zatopek1 Fun Run on Sunday will be the Club's final event. It is anticipated that up to 300 - 400 people will be competing so 
a minimum of 15 marshals and drink station attendants will be necessary.

If you can assist on any of the evenings or during the ’Zatopek’ Fun Run, please fill in the coupon and return bv 2 December to:

VMC, PO Box 12234, A'Beckett Street PO, Melbourne 3000.

ROSTER NOTICE

NAME:............................................................................................................... TEL.(H)...............................................................

ADDRESS: ......................................................................................................................................................  P/C

I can assist as a Marshal/Lap Scorer/Official on the following occasions (tick appropriate box/es).

Monday 13 December 
from 6.30pm

Tuesday 14 December 
from 6.30pm

Wednesday 15 December 
from 6.30pm

Thursday 16 December 
from 6.30pm

’Zatopek* Fun Run
Sunday 19 December 
from 8.00am

SIGNATURE: DATE:



NATIONAL MARATHON RESULTS

TRARALGON MARATHON 
27 June 1993

Morgan Tucker won his fourth consecutive Victorian 
Country Marathon Championship when he again 
scored in this year's Traralgon Marathon.

Tucker, a late entry in the event after recovering from 
the Otway Classic, was always in control and after 
sharing the lead with Bonbeach runner, Paul Smart, 
until the 10 kilometre mark, he gradually pulled away 
to win by a convincing fourteen minutes in a time of 
2:32.29.

Although numbers were down on previous years, the 
event was run in ideal marathon conditions and those 
that participated appreciated the support during the 
race, and the post race spread.

Local triathletes Ray Sutton and Phil Magee both ran 
very even paced to come through the field to finish 
second and third, respectively in 2:46.13 and 2:48.22. 
Evergreen marathoners, George Cormack, Bruce 
Stephenson and Harold Gray were first home in their 
respective veterans’ categories.

The ladies section resulted in a family affair with 
Linda Christison from Mossvale defeating her sister 
Heather. Linda’s time was an impressive 2:53.02, 
while Heather finished in 3:27.57. A close third was 
Anne Tregonning from Dandenong in 3:29:57.

Much interest also surrounded the result of the team 
relay, which consisted of four runners completing the 
marathon course with legs of 11km, 10km, 10km, and
11.195km. In this category, Ian Cornthwaite got 
Traralgon away to a brilliant start to lead by 3:30 at 
the first change, however Newborough not to be 
denied clawed their v ay back to be level on the last 
change. Brad Slade then continued the Newborough 
assault and they ran out comfortable winners in an 
impressive 2:24:57.

MEN
1. MORGAN TUCKER 2:32:29
2. RAY SUTTON 2:46:13
3. PHIL MAGEE 2:48:22
4. PAUL SMART 2:49:40
5. MICHAEL DILLON 2:55:22
6. DENNIS BRADY 2:55:28
7. GEORGE CORMACK 2:57:28
8. PAT SLESWICK 2:59:12
9. BRYAN SMITH 2:59:34
10. KELVIN MARSHALL 3:04:04

WOMEN
1. LINDA CHRISTISON 2:53:02
2. HEATHER CHRISTISON 3:27:44
3. ANNE TREGONNING 3:29:57
4. MACHELLE McLELLAND 3:30:26
5. LOUISE O'BRIEN 4:00:37

PERTH MARATHON 
25 July 1993

MEN
1. RAYMOND HARRIS 2:27:14
2. RAY BROWN 2:35:20
3. MARTIN VAN VOORTHUIZEN 2:37:10
4. BRADLEY McMEIKAN 2:39:10
5. MICHIHITO MUROI 2:42:57
6. TOM SAVIN 2:43:34
7. STEFAN KOLM 2:43:36
8. COLIN HUTT 2:43:50
9. NEIL CARROLL 2:44:47
10 TONY STAHL 2:45:55

WOMEN
1. LORETTA GARRETT 2:55:42
2. MARY MORGAN 3:02:13
3. JACQUI ROBINSON 3:04:34
4. WENDY ROBINSON 3:11:19
5. SALLY VAUGHAN 3:18:54
6. JULIE HELLIAR 3:25:39
7. LORNA JOHNSON 3:26:16
8. MARGARET PEARCE 3:33:50
9. JANINE BETTESS 3:34:23
10 MARGERY FORDEN 3:35:04

DARWIN CITY MARATHON
20 June 1993

MEN
1. MICHIHITO MUROI 2:41:30
2. MURRAY WOOD 2:47:33
3. ADRIAN WELLINGTON 2:51:51
4. BRUCE HARDING 3:05:21
5. BRENT CALDWELL 3:12:32
6. BRAD SIMMONS 3:13:32
7. DAVID BOEHM 3:14:03
8. VERNE MITCHELL 3:15:18
9. MARC BERNARD 3:16:03
10. TERRY DUNSTAN 3:16:28

WOMEN
1. TERESA CHRISTENSEN



GOLD COAST MARATHON 
18 July 1993 

(Australian finishers only)

MEN
1. SEAN QUILTY 2:15:31
2. PAT CARROLL 2:15:47
3. ROD HIGGINS 2:17:00
4. ALLAN CARMAN 2:18:33
5. REX PETERS 2:20:48
6. BOB NOLAN 2:21:48
7. GERARD BARRETT 2:22:03
8. DANIEL ABOTOMEY 2:22:15
9. LOUIS YOUNG 2:22:29
10 PAUL ARTHUR 2:25:02

WOMEN
1. KERRYN McCANN 2:40:09
2. BEV LUCAS 2:48:46
3. KAREN MOIR 2:48:50
4. GERALDINE RILEY 2:52:07
5. MANUELA PRIMAVERA 2:56:14
6. CHRISTINE WARE 2:58:48
7. BRONWYN HANS 3:01:13
8. LYNETTE McDONNELL 3:04:08
9. ALISON COLEMAN 3:07:16
10JANET HAYES 3:14:16

Dear Richard

I have been advised that the Victorian Marathon Club 
is due to meet on Monday, 23 August, 1993, to 
consider a number of resolutions which if carried will 
result in your Club being dissolved.

I felt that the Victoria i  Road Runners Club could not 
let this important moment pass without recognising 
the significant contribution made by the Victorian 
Marathon Club to the development of running in 
Victoria.

Clearly, the Victorian Marathon Club in the first 
instance was instrumental in establishing the 
foundation of Victorian distance running, moved to set 
standards of organisation and the formation of a 
regular running calendar which in turn developed a 
number of feature events.

The success of your Club over the years has only been 
possible as a result of the tireless work of your many

MELBOURNE MARATHON 
6June 1993 

(Australian finishers only)

MEN
1 . JOHN MEAGHER 2:19:20
2. ROBERT NEYLON 2:22:11
3. PAUL HAYES 2:22:34
4. RUSSELL FOLEY 2:26:06
5. PETER FULLER 2:27:42
6. IAN NASH 2:31:52
7. PAUL DODD 2:32:08
8. DAMIEN COOK 2:32:14
9. LEW HARVEY 2:32:15
10 PAUL STRANGIO 2:32:42

WOMEN
1 . LINDA MEADOWS 2:51:10
2. COLLEEN STEPHENS 2:55:23
3. SHIRLEY MORGAN 2:58:49
4. JEANNETTE MASE 2:58:56
5. DEBBIE COWELL 3:04:50
6. KAY GRIFFITHS 3:07:34
7. LINDA MARQUART 3:10:08
8. LYN DAVIS 3:10:32
9. SYDNEY MARTIN 3:11:53
10. KATHY McMAHON 3:13:29

TO THE EDITOR

voluntary committees. Certainly, the dedicated work 
of Fred Lester has been a cornerstone of your Club and 
the formation of the Fred Lester Athletics Scholarship 
Trust Fund is a fitting recognition of his contribution.

In conclusion, I can only say a very sincere thank you 
on behalf of the many runners who have entered and 
enjoyed Victorian Marathon Club events and who in 
turn have been encouraged as a result of their 
participation to go on and enjoy their running.

Yours faithfully

BILL NOONAN
President
Victorian Road Runners Club



Dear Richard

Please find enclosed a proxy form since I will be 
unable to attend the meeting.

It is a little sad to see the end of the VMC, especially 
since it has held some great memories for me.

I always wanted to put something back in, having 
gained so much myself, but I guess like a number of 
members, I didn't make the most of the opportunities 
to help out.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank yourself, 
Fred and all the other members who put in the effort to 
make the VMC possible.

I trust I will catch up with you somewhere down the 
track, wishing you all the best.

FRANK MAHONY

Dear Richard

I felt sad when I read the Notice of Special Meeting 
which will see the end of the VMC.

Apart from a brief spell, I have been a member for 
some years and have enjoyed many of the events run 
by the Club. In particular, the year I won a trip to 
New Zealand, being the first female in the marathon 
some years ago. Then last year, a nice cheque in a 
similar situation in the People’s Marathon, which was 
quite a thrill.

The Two Bridges runs were always a pleasure to 
attend, as well as the Midnight run and many other 
events.

Unfortunately, I cannot attend the meeting as I play 
tennis on a Monday night.

Enclosed is the proxy form completed as requested. I 
think it is a wonderful idea establishing the Fred 
Lester Athletics Scholarship Trust Fund, a man 
worthy of recognition.

You too deserve praise for the efforts and organisation 
you have put into the Club.

JUDY WINES

Dear Richard

A note of thanks to you, the present Committee and all 
past Committees of the VMC. I've enjoyed my years 
as a 'low-profile' member.

I hope the resolutions are accepted and I wish you all 
the best!

JIM CURTAIN

Dear Richard

I was disappointed to receive your letter advising of 
the dissolution of the Victorian Marathon Club Inc.

The Club has a proud tradition established over 48 
years of its existence and its achievements are well 
known within the athletics fraternity. Further, to its 
credit though, is the fact that the VMC is recognised 
and acknowledged by many people with only a passing 
interest in athletics.

It is pleasing to see that the ’Emil Zatopek' 10,000m 
Series will continue, for as you rightly say, the event 
has become a feature, not only for VMC, but 
nationally.

Please pass on the congratulations and best wishes to 
those still involved. I know Neil will be in touch with 
you when he returns from overseas towards the end of 
the month.

GEOFF ROWE

Dear Richard

Thanks very much for the cheque received 21 May. I 
was pleasantly surprised by its arrival and it will go 
straight into my savings account for the 1996 Boston 
Marathon (the centenary running of that event).

I would also like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate the VMC on it's running of events such 
as the David Ward Half Marathon. I certainly 
appreciated a flat course with regular distance 
indicators coupled with a quality field. For a person 
seeking a PB a run such as this is invaluable - 
particularly as a lead up to the Melbourne Marathon.

I look forward to running fiirther VMC events, 
although due to my participation in the Marathon I 
doubt I will be able to run in the Runner's World 
Birthday Run on the 13 June!

PATRICK SHING



HAMSTRINGING AUSTRALIAN SPORT !
Every now and again in past decades we have been presented with findings by various 
people working in the spheres of public health and sport of mounting deterioration in 
these spheres within the Australian population. This decline in standards is measured 
in fall off in physical leisure activity, over-indulgence in food intake, increase in 
passive entertainment either through TV and Video watching or on sportsground ter
races and other smaller factors.
Even more serious are the statistics in the younger age groups coupled with cut backs 
by governments to sport in schools and other educational institutions. Add to that 
the pressure by the various levels of government, blandly termed 'User Pays Policy”, 
which is exerted at every level of sports participation. In a period of a depressed 
national economy this policy is a weak disguise for what is basically another tax on 
people who have a right to expect free use of the facilities they have already esta
blished and which they have paid their taxes for in the first place.
Most politicians in this country have paid lip service to the importance of physical 
education and sport in the general framework of National Health, yet we have had 
nothing but cutting back services and finance at every level. They divert the issue 
by over-stressing the value of competition, by fastening themselves like leeches onto 
winning teams and individuals, yet nothing constructive is done to build the broad 
and active foundation on which success rests. It is left mainly to a few individuals, 
who are aware of the problems and prepared to devote part of their life to advancing 
Australian sport, to achieve results in piecemeal fashion. But even many of them are 
eventually driven out of sport, as well as their athletes and players, by the lack of 
proper support.

THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CONCEPT.
David Parkin, top lecturer in Physical Education and Football Coach, is quoted by the 
Age's Len Johnson (25/6/93) to see the solution in the primary schools. "Some schools 
go out and have games, but the basic teaching of raw skills and basic motor movement, 
it's .iust not done.:' .. '’We’ve got very few people who want to teach it, less who are 
capable, and no timetable time.” .. "Having time for kids to learn the essential
skills appropriate for all sports is essential in primary school. People iust don't
recognise it.11 The article concludes with some hopeful remarks that there may be some
new approach since the change in the Victorian Government.
I am afraid that the position is much more complicated than that. For a start, Phy
sical Education is a very wide concept involving a huge number of skills, where the 
graduate in the subject can finish up as a Person of All Trades and Master of None. 
The original concept was developed around the time of the Napoleonic wars, two centu
ries ago, when allround physical fitness began to be regarded as an essential ingre
dient for a successful military fighting force. This developed into the system of 
Gymnastics and spread throughout continental Europe, where it became a multi- 
discipline method oi’ free standing and apparatus exercises, progressing in steps from 
pre-school to adulthood. If there was a weakness, it was mainly a certain neglect of 
the games element.
In Britain, its empire and colonies, it never got much further than the regular 
’’Physical Jerks” which were still in vogue in our Victorian schools during the 
1940's. It was hated by most of the school kids as it had no relation to the games 
they pursued. Migrants and native Australians who had travelled and studied Physical 
Education and sports coaching abroad battled hard to gradually brought changes into 
our education and sport systems.

THE OLYMPICS INFLUENCE.
The years leading up to the 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games brought about a new aware
ness of our standing in the world of sport and an upswing in the recognition of the 
vital part played in that by a good system of physical education. It gingered up 
efforts to improve the level, and status, of sports coaching and led to more interna
tional successes for Australia than ever before.

Page 15



v.M .C .NEWSLETTER SPRING 1993 SEPTEMBER VOL.25 No.3Australian Sport (cont.)However, that momentum was hard to maintain and we suffered several hiccups, which 
were highlighted when we came back from further Olympics with little to show for our 
efforts. By the 1970*s, sport had grown as quite a substantial monev spinner in a 
number of ways. Participation was at an all-time high, crowds flocked to stadiums and 
courts, manufacturers and traders of sporting goods prospered. Physical Fitness was 
”int; as gymnasiums multiplied. In short it was becoming a substantial and influential 
industry.
Mow the government found that it was important to lift sporting standards still 
higher if we were to keep pace with the rest of the world. The Australian Institute 
of Sport was to be the catalyst for higher sporting progress and prestige for Aus
tralia and duly it became a reality in the early 80*s. We were riding a wave of 
financial expansion and economic prosperity, which ended abruptly at the end of 
the 80’s decade.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN.
As mentioned at the beginning of this article, in spite of the various efforts to 
mobilise Australian Sport more effectively, important standards have continued to 
decline, such as active participation and effective physical education from an early 
age. Local sporting clubs in urban and country areas have disappeared, either dis
solved, amalgamated or swallowed up by larger and more financial rivals. Population 
figures have climbed steadily while percentages of active participants have fallen.
With that, and that is not caused just by greater mobility of the population, support 
in most localities is still diminishing. The feeling of togetherness in small commu
nities has all but disappeared, it was the life-support of junior and minor sport 
associations and clubs. When parents simply just drop off their kids at some sport 
venue for others to organsie and look after and merely return to pick them up after
wards is no better than the parents who run the sidelines and scream at their kids to
beat their opponents, no matter how.
Complaints by physical educationists such as David Parkin, are inextricablv tied up 
with this situation. The joy of simply participating with others in a common pursuit 
loses out when the urge is implanted that "only winners count in this life', that 
others are seen as mere stepping stones to fame and riches.
What we need to come to grips with if we are going to keep enjoying our sport, and it 
cannot survive without that, is the fact that attitudes toward sport have changed in 
community as a whole. Sport, like other major leisure pursuits, has become another 
commodity in a market-driven society, the logical development of "consumerism" in our 
age. Some take what they see as the easy way out, "if you can’t beat them, join them” 
and simply pay for what they solely see as a "service”. Others become involved in our 
sport wholeheartedly and are willing to take responsibility for helping to run it. 
but there is an end to how far anyone is willing to do the "Hard Yakka” while others 
gain the kudos and profit.

USER PAYS IS NO ONE-WAY TRAFFIC.
Let us face the facts, once we make the costs and profits the determining factors, we 
are loosening the social ties that have made sporting life a community activity. We 
are getting instead another form of rat-race with pressures to succeed as an indivi
dual irrespective of the effect it may have not only on the community but on our 
sport as well. We can go even further and see it becoming divisive in the community
when the ability to pay ever rising charges will stop even more people from partici
pating in healthy outdoor activity for its own sake. In the end. the "User” will 
"Pay" through more taxes on health and rehabilitation services, or even go without 
it. The education system will produce more ’’Couch Potatoes" in the absence of sport 
specific teacher/coaches.
The present trend cannot be ignored and whatever.good features have not been eroded 
yet can still be used. What is important is to cater for wide participation and mss 
on the good features and joys of sport. Get together and have fun. we’ll just find 
other ways of succeeding.
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OCT 3(Sun) VICTORIAN PEOPLES MARATHON, PORT MELBOURNE, 7am <Mkp57 Cl) $20.

Mail Entries close SEP 13. NO LATE ENTRIES !!
OCT 27(WedI 10km & 3km PRINCES PARK CANCELLED
NOV 24(Wed) 10km & 3km PRINCES PARK CANCELLED
DEC 13(Mon) EZ 10,000m "W2'7 "F" divisions. OLYMPIC PARK
** 14(Tue) EZ 10,000m "E" / "C" divisions. ” " ALL ENTREES $12
** 15(Wed) EZ 10,000m "D" / "B" divisions. ” " NO LATE ENTRIES '?
** 16Cniu) EMIL ZATOPEK STAR NIGHT - 10,000m "A" & "W1.

3000m u.20M. MASTERS MILE. 3000m SC. 3000m Walk. Corporate Relays.
Mail entries close NOViiMRER 22« Membership &. Time Qualifications apply.

**Aii Men’s 10,000m entrants must be VMC or WAC 199£ Financial Members except "A". 
20(Sun) EMIL ZATOPEK OPEN 10km & 3km FUN RUNS, PRINCES PARK 9.00am:10k-$7:3k-$3 

(Map 29 G 12) Paviliion next to Carlton FG. Royal Parade.
OTHER PEOPLE’S FIXTURES - Events of Interest to Members, notified to us.

A.V.: Sep 12 Hf Mar / Oct 16-17 Mountain Run CHAMPS
VHR: VICTORIAN ROAD RUNNERS: GRAEME HORSKINS 802 7925 H. Send SSAE for listings.

1st SAT. EACH MONTH - 8k & 4k Tan Time Trial 7.30am. Government House Dr.
Nov 14(Sun) 10k & 5k JELLS PARK, Femtree Gully Rd entrance 9am (Map 72 B10)
Dec 31(Fri) New Years Eve 8k & 4k Champagne B’ fast,Swan St Bridge 7.30am

CORPORATE CUP Contact CITY SPORTS on 658 9946 (SUSAN O'KEEFFE )
V.C.C.L. Yearly program: ALAN BENNIE 75 Bertrand Ave, MUL0RAVE 3170, Tel.547 2978 H.
COBURG HARRIERS. Regular weekend runs, Ath.track.(Map 18 A 9)Contact 386 9251.
PENINSULA ROAD RUNNERS. For people living in Mornington Peninsula area. Contact: 

Kon Butko 787 1309: Ray & Mark Lewis 789 6109. Year-round program.
OTHERS: Oct 30-Nov 2 Bright Alpine Climb: Mts Porepunkah/Feathertop/Hotham/Buffalo. 

Reg Splatt PO Box 22. Wandiligong 3744 (057)55-1507.
NOV t.b.a. W’TOWN AC "LES PERRY" SERIES,includes EZ track qualifying races.

For details send SSAE to: W’town AC, c/ 14 Swan Crt, NEWPORT 3015.
MARATHONS: Nov 28 South Melb MARATHON 6.30am & 10k 8.00am. Clive Davies 592 9992
A.C.T: 1st Sun of month: WOMEN'S 6km JOGALONG, Deek’s Drive Stromlo Forest 9am
N.S.W.: Interdistrict Competition (Sydney Ath.Field) Oct.16/23/30£ Nov 6/13(10k Ch)/

20/27£ Dec4/ll£ Jan 8/15£ Feb 5/12. FEB 18-20 Open/u.20/u.18 Champs SAF.
MAR 10-13 National T&F Champs Open/u.20 Homebush

INTERNATIONAL: Oct 3 World HF-Mar Ch, Brussels / Oct 31 Marathon Cup, SAN SEBASTIAN 
1994 Mar 26 World CCC,Budapest/ Apr 17 World Road Relay .LitohorotGreece) 

Aug 22-28 C’weaith Games,Victoria)Canada)/Sep 24 World Hf-Mar Champ.Oslo
MARATHONS: Sep 26 Berlin / Nov 14 New York / Dec 12 Honolulu
NOTE TO ALL INTENDING COMPETITORS: Most ma.ior races require ut> to 6 weeks pre-entrv! 
To save costs and extra work for organisers, it is IN YOUR INTEREST to send all 
enquiries bv mail, plus a Stamped Self Addressed Envelope for a reply, entry form and 
any other information.
Follow the Entry and Race Instructions as requested bv organisers for the better 
functioning of our sport. The smoother we can make operations function, the better 
the race and the more we attract sponsors in the promotion of our sport.
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Much discussion and heart searching has followed the poor results of a number 

of the world's leading marathon runners at the recent Olympic Games, If we are 
to benefit from the post mortems in various individual cases, it is also very 
necessary to examine the many factors at work in running Marathons. Many of them 
play a role which may or may not upset the many predictions and expectations on 
the part of the participants.

For a start, the major feature of the marathon race is that it is held over 
the distance of 42.195km and is the longest classical racing distance on the 
Olympic and World Athletic calendar. No other kind of race should be called a 
Marathon, as this particular distance was included in the modem Olympic Games 
in honour of the Greek army messenger, Pheidippides. He dropped dead from 
exhaustion after delivering his report of the battle of Marathon from where he 
had come to report that the small Greek army had repelled the powerful Persian 
invasion force some 4 centuries BC. This Pheidippides was a mighty runner who 
had run to Sparta to ask for assistance and back again, a distance of over 200km 
each way, grabbed his armour and weapons to join his unit at Marathon for the 
battle and then raced back to Athens with the news. It gets just as hot as in 
Barcelona around there and roads around Greece were a bit rougher in those days 
than they are now!

MARATHONS ARE ALL-ROUND EFFORTS,
When you run a distance of such length, and you are gunning along at about 

30-32 minutes per 10km, you are moving along on the border of exhaustion for a 
long time. Virtually every part of your body participates in one way or another 
and is under tremendous strain for a long time, so if one or more of these parts 
decrease in their support for this major effort, things begin to fall apart for 
the athlete. Among factors which contribute in one way or another to performance 
are such as temperament, training, lead-up races, personal diet and realistic 
expectations. That applies .just as much to the runners down the scale in line 
with their ability of the moment at 3 hour pace or more, although it is obvious 
that the faster you run the more pressure you exert on your body.

It is always very easy to be wise after the event and put the blame on one or 
another of the many factors, or even put it on something outside our control. 
The fact of the matter is that all the factors - what you ate or drank, how much 
sleep you had or didn’t have, over or under trained, the weather was too hot or 
too cold, etc., etc.- singly or in any number of combinations, have an impact on 
your performance. What has to happen under the tremendous stress that you are 
putting on your body for a considerable period, and with the expectation of a 
favourable result for you in the end, is for all these factors to combine well 
for the whole time of the effort you are putting in.

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER.
We have to assume that you, the runner, have done everything right in prepa

ration, because the subject under discussion is what happens when vou are actu
ally running in an exhausting race such as a Marathon.

You should be able to make a realistic judgement of the target time you can 
achieve on the basis of that preparation and results from lead-up races in the 
months prior to the big test. At the same time, you should also be prepared to 
make adjustments to that target according to the conditions of the day, the 
ability of the opposition and other unforeseeables on race dav.

That may also include the possibility of not being able to have the drink vou 
may have expected, being impeded by another runner or other threats to maintain
ing your composure and concentration.

Whatever happens, you need to concentrate on your target and be conscious of 
an even and smooth running rhythm which will allow vou to put out vour available 
energy and ability to fullest advantage, YOUR OPTIMUM MARATHON PACE.
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Lessons of the Marathon (cont.)

PREPARATION.
This is very much an individual matter. However, a verv common trap even 

among experienced runners is to expect that a certain build-up which has worked 
for you one time is going to work for the next time and every time. That is 
ignoring the effect of changes in strength, stamina, recovery rate, etc., which 
develop over time and change our physical and mental capacities throughout our 
lives. Coach and athlete need to monitor constantly the various signs that may 
indicate the need to make alterations in habitual routines as the body changes. 
That may also influence the athlete’s eating and dr inking needs as well as the 
daily activity routines.

It is important here to emphasise the necessity of making changes in routine 
over a more or less lengthy period of time. Sudden changes almost invariably 
cause unwanted loss of physical efficiency when the body is not given time 
enough to adjust to the new pattern.

Without putting too fine a point on it, your body is making a maximum 
demand on your available energy plus your deeper reserves of energy. These 
reserves are spread widely throughout your body and. if called upon severely, 
will affect the co-ordination of your total effort as the greater demands 
deplete support in various areas. The body's natural metabolism becomes upset in 
turn and all kinds of side effects may occur as the process continues. Runners 
who attempt maximum efforts at close to their minimum "racing" weight, are par
ticularly vulnerable to high energy depletion.

RACE FEEDING.
Over the past decades there have been many changes in the attitude to ’ race 

refreshment". First, it was abstinence during a race, due to a belief that any 
break in running pattern will destroy the athlete’s running rhythm or a ’need to 
dry out". Then it became a choice of "private" drinks or water. Finally, it went 
commercial through offers of various sponsors to provide their particular drinks 
of "scientific formulas" - Lukozade, Gatorade. etc., or various private concoc
tions - all very welcome as free samples by race organisers.

These drinks are not necessarily harmful, actually they did provide liauid. 
nutrients and trace elements suitable for people deficient in those. What is 
still not fully understood is that the body’s organs under high stress cannot 
cope with normal digestion, they may even reject such supplements and cause more 
stress. If the body concerned is only lightly stressed, sav a 3 hr marathoner
running at 5 hr speed, a light lunch or breakfast would not make much difference
to the body’s performance. Ultra runners and road cvclists need to "stoke up" to 
avoid "hunger flatness" in their much longer events.

The basic need is a supply of water, maybe some people prefer a taste of 
sweetness with it, to replace loss through breathing and perspiration. Again 
there is another problem in that the composition of water at each venue tends to 
be different from the runner’s normal supply. That is caused by the water at 
every location having picked up elements in different proportion due to its par
ticular source. It is a good policy when travelling to drink water in moderate 
portions and give the body time to adjust to new variations which we may 
encounter.

COPING WITH STRESS.
Now, ail the above is not written to put vou off, whether you are aiming at

three, four or five hour marathon times: it merely puts in front of vou some of
the major factors that will influence your performance, irrespective of your own 
ability or fitness. Once you start in a marathon, vou are the director of oper
ations who has to put it all together. You need to be satisfied with vour prepa
ration, your lead-up to the event and level of fitness to achieve a target 
assessed on a realistic estimate of your ability.



Lessons of the Marathon (cont.)
If that is the case, you have removed a ma jor factor of stress which can be 

called self-doubt or wishful thinking, also called hoping for the best. What is 
called for now is to maintain the control over your output of effort as you will 
experience a number of swings in mood and perception over the next few hours.
Not all marathons are well organised, all kinds of unpredictables occur. Let’s 
look at the Barcelona event.

At Barcelona, the organisers had scheduled the race in the hottest period of the 
year with a tough up-hill finish. That made water and head protection a high 
priority and created somewhat of a dreaded final super-effort in runners’ minds. 
Dwelling on this prospect would be at the expense of the race as a whole.

Again, the organisers failed to appreciate the tremendous depth in duality of the 
world’s top runners when setting out refreshment tables only on one side of the 
traffic-free road. This resulted in a mild panic among competitors at these tables
good^racesTr-*° ^  °nB Slde obtain their drinks, some were dependent on the others to share a bottle or sponge, some missed out.

We could observe several occasions where runners lost valuable around, one runner 
had a shoe ripped off in the crush. It meant unscheduled changes of pace with 
consequent more mental pressure on the individuals to re-establish contact. It 
affected the ability of the runners to remain relaxed as they got forced into closer 
contact with others and danger of interference. The main group did well to stay
together as long as it did before these incidents took their toll on runners’ concentration.

SUMMING UP.
The basic outline just described applies in a minor degree to all major efforts 

leading up to the marathon. Almost every aspect dealt with briefly here can be 
examined a lot more closely and studied in depth. That does not alter the fact that 
at any time we must be aware of the interaction of virtually ail our faculties, men
tal as well as physical, in the preparation and execution of any major task. Failure 
of any one component to make its proper contribution in harmony with ail others will jeopardise a successful outcome.

Even as simple a thing as a pre-race check of equipment the day before must be 
seen to. Having a lace break as you put on your racing shoes, cadging around for a 
dab of Vaseline you forgot to chuck into your bag, having grabbed the wrong shorts 
as you made a dash for the door and various other irritations do not augur well for a relaxed and tr >ublefree run.

\ou need to be conscious of being in control of your movements as there will be 
moments when you feel the strain of effort and need to concentrate on your rhvthm. 
Then there will be moments after a dull patch when you feel strong and may be 
tempted to rush your tempo, again stay with your rhythm, you need to distribute your effort for the whole distance.

If you are confident in your preparation you also must exert enough patience for 
that preparation to do its work for you. Many a race has been undone by a lack of 
trust in one’s ability, based on thorough preparation, and becoming impatient with the race’s progress.

Anything can happen during a marathon, your body undergoes a severe test and any 
single factor out of very many can make the difference between a good or bad result. 
Patience and perseverance are two ingredients you cannot do without, the rest is 
history - but that is life, anyway ! Accept it graciously !
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ANDREW LLOYD AND CAROLYN SCHUWALOW on the great husband/wife 
double in the 1993 City to Surf, both bettering their PB’s for the course. This was
in spite of a number of set-backs, such as the shameful exclusion from the 1992 Olym
pic team as well as injury and illness subsequently. Since relocating in Melbourne, 
they have settled down and have rebuilt their running careers.
Carolyn had a very patient build-up and undertook a racing trip to the US which saw 
her winning several prestigious road events. Coached by KQN BUTKO, she was an out
standing miririle-distance performer and broke the Australian 10,000m Juniors Record in 
winning the Emil Zatopek of 1982. She returned to create a new Australian National 
Open record in the 91 EZ race, but was axed by the Olympic Selectors in 92.
After battling a virus this winter, Andrew improved with every race leading up to the 
win at Bondi. Some people seem to forget that the former Sydney "Fun Run King” won 
the 1979 Melbourne Marathon when aged 20 and made it a treble by the following two 
years, and later switched to the track to be our top 5000m and 10,000m runner with 4 
victories in the Emil Zatopek between 1981 and 1987.
And just to put the record straight as far as Andrew being a "sitter" as some mali
cious tongues would have it, my experience of Andy is that he has always made sure to 
keep the pressure on and take the lead, if necessary. But if the pace is right, it is 
hardly good tactics to press for the lead ! We shall see a lot more yet of his abil
ity before he retires from competition.
GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES IN SPORT WILL SEE ROB deCASTELLA ease out of the pressure of 
top competitive involvement and devote more time to administrative and organisational 
duties to Australian Sport. It is co-incidental that his first Marathon was in the 
same year as Andrew Lloyd’s by annexing the Victorian title (his debut) and National 
title in 1979.
The 1980 Olympic year saw an improvement in times, but his International career 
really took off in 1981 with Fukuoka, 1982 Comnonwealth, 1983 Rotterdam and the 
Worlds Championship wins. In 1984, the Olympics evaded him again with a 5th and he 
had to wait until 1986 to score a first in Boston, then the Comnonwealth and a second 
in the New York Marathons. He had to wait until 1991 to win again, in Rotterdam, with 
his eighth time under 2:10, which makes a span of thirteen years at the top !
THE LATEST IN THE LONG LINE OF MOTIVATORS is another 'Hot-Gospeiler' direct from the 
only country where you can sell 15 millions of a tape called "Power". As told in the 
Melbourne Age (16/8/93)"... modem medicine man Anthony Robbins took time out from 
press and publicity to give the Sydney Swans and their new coach, Ron Barassi, a pri
vate motivational session. The Swans haven't won a game since..." This is in the lead 
paragraph of the reporter’s story on the man.
Of course, his Anthony Robbins Foundation supports youth, the elderly, the homeless 
and countless prison communities. His learning "technologies", as he calls them, are 
used with great success in schools and hospitals - anywhere that an instant dose of 
self-esteem can make a difference.
The rest of the s :ory carries on with the usual high sounding and meaningless catch 
words like Awaken the Giant Within, Constant and Neverending Improvement, Once We 
have Found Out How to Grow then We Must Keep Growing and yes, the Common Sense cliche 
also gets its usual airing. I like the last paragraph:
For anyone sneering about Robbins and the Sydney Swans, it was Robbins who coached 
the 1987 America’s Cup team, with the specific instructions that the cup was to come 
home. And we all know what happened there.
ATHLETICS AUSTRALIA IS NOW PUBLISHING AA NEWS, a colour revamp of their regular news
letter, while ATHLETICS is a substantial coloured glossy by the AA of NSW also making 
its appearance in the athletic community. Victoria has also started up with a black & 
white newsletter this year, so it looks as if better communication has been taken 
seriously for organised Track & Field as well as road & crosscountry running. How
ever, this is only one step in the promotion of mass participation in athletics. 
Participants in Fun Running, Running or Walking for Fitness and at the lower levels 
of athletic competition are the basic reservoir for our future champions and must 
feature also in these publications or the elitist label will stay with athletics.
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